4 Holes - Ø 3.200 THRO'

LP0002/01-Li2000A-0.2
For LED Configuration
Thickness T = 0.2mm.
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REVISION
LP0002/01-Material Ref.-Thickness(T mm.)
Ordering No. LP0002/01-Li2000A-0.2

MATERIAL:
t-Global Thermal
Material Li2000A

NAME DATE
DRAWN L. Simpson 15th July 2012
CHK'D
APPV'D
MFG
Q.A

PART No.
LP0002/01-Li2000A-0.2

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
DIMENSIONS ARE IN Millimetres
SURFACE FINISH:
TOLERANCES:
LINEAR:
ANGULAR:

WEIGHT:
SCALE: 2:1
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